
It’s easy to use. Twist the power head to detach the tank and pour in your 
solution. Another half twist and you’re ready to go. Switch on the handle 
to run. Adjust output size, from a fine light mist to a coarse mist, with the 
rotary valve. 

The Fogmaster Jr. – for those “in between” jobs too small for an industrial 

unit, too large for a trigger sprayer or pump-up. 

This pioneering unit provides the standard of reliability against which    
other misters are measured. It’s in daily use for such diverse applications 
as controlling odors, disinfecting and sanitizing, carpet mildew control, 
flood and fire damage restoration, controlling mosquitoes, flies and other 
insects, dispensing water for humidification and dust control, and a host 
of other innovative applications. 

The portable Fogmaster Tri-Jet is a “cold mister” –– it handles both water- 
and oil-based solutions – and has a one-turn control knob to adjust       
particle size and degree of misting. The dispensing rate is easy to calibrate 
in the field to compensate for differences in liquid density or viscosity. 

The misting head can be adjusted at up or down angles as required. Made 

of durable aluminum, it’s lightweight, but tough enough to justify its      

five-year limited warranty. 

The Micro-Jet ULV mister allows precise adjustment of particle size, under 7 
micron VMD, for ultra low volume application. This allows use of more       
concentrated misting solutions, and speeds up treatment time (at typical 
ULV application rates, the Mirco-Jet ULV covers 2-4,000 cubic feet per      
minute). A 9-turn vernier valve controls liquid output and droplet size. Set 
the valve to a low flow rate to produce near-invisible ULV droplets. 

The Mirco-Jet ULV is widely used in schools, restaurants, zoos, barns, hotels, 
and similar locations requiring professional application. Light-weight, and 
supported by our five-year limited warranty, the Mirco-Jet ULV is an       
outstanding choice.  
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Microfiber cleaning cloths penetrate surface crevices and remove minute 
dirt particles that are missed by conventional cloths. Split microfiber 
strands pick up dirt just like a magnet, attracting more than twice as many 
dirt particles as cotton or disposable towels, without producing annoying 
lint. Haze and oily residue left from waxes, polishes, glazes and cleaners are 
completely removed. 

These premium microfiber cloths are highly absorbent, retaining fluid at 

more than six times their dry weight. Use a dampened microfiber cloth for 

cleaning and a dry microfiber cloth for polishing and fingerprint removal. 

Unlike conventional cloths, microfiber cleans glass and mirrors streak-free, 

even at the corners. Microfiber cloths are also recommended for cleaning 

chrome, plastic, vinyl and leather. 

The Noz-L-Jet mister features a hose and wand with discharge control.    
Lightweight and portable, it allows “spot” misting without filling the room 
or wasting chemical. 

When you want mist, just aim the nozzle and press the thumb valve. It’s 
spring loaded for one-handed operation, but can be latched on if you want 
continuous output. No matter what your task, the powerful 30 cfm blower 
makes it quick work. 

A separate regulating valve in the power head controls droplet size in the 

discharge stream. Open up the valve for large mist droplets which settle 

quickly. Turn it down for small mist particles with longer float times and 

better penetration. 
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